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Toilevator
®

Sometimes All You
Need Is a Little Height

See Why Toilevator® Beats the Competition

| Compare the Difference Between a Toilevator® and an Ordinary Toilet Seat Riser

The Toilevator® discreetly raises your toilet's height by 3.5 inches, making 

it easier to use without compromising the visual appeal of your bathroom. 

It's your key to a more comfortable, sanitary bathroom experience, 

ensuring peace of mind as you age in place or recover from an injury.

Solid, stable, fit perfectly and easy to install. That's about as good as you can get!

So much nicer to elevate the existing toilet than to use a bedside commode over a toilet as they often 

do at care centers.

This is a great product for the elderly.  I installed it for my sister and it's a shame I didn't find this many 
years ago.  Great quality and very easy to install. 

This was wonderful for me. I am tall and have difficulty lifting myself off the toilet and the added height 
allows me the extra boost to stand.

| What Our Customers Are Saying

Toilevator

Standard

Seat Riser

Maintains hygiene and cleanliness while 

reducing the need for frequent cleaning 

by eliminating user contact

✅ ❌

✅ ❌

✅ ❌

✅ ❌

✅ ❌

Does not gain odors and unsightly 

staining from regular toilet use

Discreetly and seamlessly blends with 

your toilet base

Can be painted to match bathroom decor

Fastens safely and securely in place, 

preventing any sliding or misalignment 

that could cause risky falls

Toilevator® Standard Seat Riser



| Technical specifications
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T V300

Toilevator
®

TV300

23.25” x 11.44” x 3.5”

3.5’’

white

Product code

Dimensions

Addition to the toilet’s height

Available Colors

500lb (227kg) maximum weight capacity

Adds 3.5” to the height of the base of the toilet

Discreet – no one will realize it is there

May also be painted to match your existing toilet, we suggest using a 

primer suitable for ABS plastic 

Will fit toilets where the center of the soil pipe is as close as 7” to the wall 

Toilevator Grande
®

Fits larger base toilets

TV350

28.75” x 15.25” x 3.5”

3.5’’

white

Product code

Dimensions

Addition to the toilet’s height

Available Colors

All the same great features as the original Toilevator®, but built wider and 

longer to accommodate elongated toilet bases. 


